Leg Warmers in Ribbed Stitch
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Converted into written format by Daisy

Video tutorial http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_ty0MngeRs

Thank you Georgia for the awesome photo !

Materials
4mm crochet hook and DK/8ply yarn
OR
Yarn and hook size of your choice
Scissors, Darning needle
Tape measure
Optional: 2x Stitch Markers, elastic

US Terms
SC - Single Crochet
HDC - Half Double Crochet
BLO - Back Loop Only
Ch - Chain
FO - Fasten Off

Notes:
I would highly recommend reading this pattern BEFORE you start.
We will be working this pattern from side to side. Top to bottom of your leg.
You will need to measure from below your knee to your ankle.
You can have it as long as you like remembering it will scrunch down slightly and you may want to add extra chains when
you start.
 You may if you wish add elastic at the top to keep them up.
 Pattern starts with 10 SC and ends with 10 SC. HDC in the middle section
1. Make 2
Ch the amount of CH’s you need for the length you want your legwarmer. Write down the number of chains because you
will need this number for the second legwarmer
SC in 2nd ch from the hook and the next 9 stitches - You can place an optional stitch marker after last SC. HDC across
until you reach your last 10 stitches, SC into the next stitch (place stitch marker) SC into the next 9 stitches to the end.
Ch1 (does not count as a stitch) turn.
Each time we get to the stitch marker we will move it up
2. SC into the same stitch as the Ch1, SC in to the next 9 stitches in BLO, HDC in BLO in to every HDC, SC in the last 10 SC
into BLO, Ch1 (does not count as a stitch) turn.
3. Repeat row 2 until leg warmer is wide enough to fit around your leg. FO leaving a 30 to 40 cms long tail of yarn for
sewing up your edges.
Line up your two SC edges together and whip stitch edges to join. Finish.





Thank you for choosing my pattern. Thank you to my wonderful testers
Clare xx
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